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Keywords

OBJECTIVE. Previous advances over filtered back projection (FBP) have incorporated model-based iterative reconstruction. The purpose of this study was to characterize
the latest advance in image reconstruction, that is, deep learning. The focus was on applying characterization results of a deep learning approach to decisions about clinical
CT protocols.
MATERIALS AND METHODS. A proprietary deep learning image reconstruction
(DLIR) method was characterized against an existing advanced adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction method (ASIR-V) and FBP from the same vendor. The metrics used
were contrast-to-noise ratio, spatial resolution as a function of contrast level, noise texture (i.e., noise power spectra [NPS]), noise scaling as a function of slice thickness, and CT
number consistency. The American College of Radiology accreditation phantom and a
uniform water phantom were used at a range of doses and slice thicknesses for both axial and helical acquisition modes.
RESULTS. ASIR-V and DLIR were associated with improved contrast-to-noise ratio
over FBP for all doses and slice thicknesses. No dose or contrast dependencies of spatial resolution were observed for ASIR-V or DLIR. NPS results showed DLIR maintained
an FBP-like noise texture whereas ASIR-V shifted the NPS to lower frequencies. Noise
changed with dose and slice thickness in the same manner for ASIR-V and FBP. DLIR
slice thickness noise scaling differed from FBP, exhibiting less noise penalty with decreasing slice thickness. No clinically significant changes were observed in CT numbers
for any measurement condition.
CONCLUSION. In a phantom model, DLIR does not suffer from the concerns over
reduction in spatial resolution and introduction of poor noise texture associated with
previous methods.
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Incorporating new reconstruction methods into CT protocols is not a trivial task. When
statistical iterative methods became commercially available in 2009, large (e.g., ≈ 75%)
noise reduction improvements were reported in water phantoms [1]. However, results
were mixed when the radiology community applied large dose reductions to patient
scans and added denoising. Initial results in CT angiography [2] were promising, but in
routine abdominal imaging, lesion detectability was reduced [3].
Studies have documented that modifications in reconstruction algorithms have a major impact on image quality. For example, a filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm might
result in noise doubling when the acquisition dose is reduced to one-fourth of the original
value, whereas some nonlinear algorithms might increase noise by a factor of only approximately 1.4 for the same dose reduction [4]. Often, application of advanced reconstruction
or denoising algorithms comes with an associated change in noise texture [4–10], sometimes making images appear plasticlike (Fig. 1), depending on the strength used. In addition, the spatial resolution in FBP algorithms is uniform for both bone and soft-tissue
structures, whereas some nonlinear iterative algorithms have shown better resolution for
bone than for soft tissue [11]. As a result, some small image features become altered in the
denoising process (Fig. 2). Accurate characterization of such behavior is critical for optimizing some CT protocols. This study characterizes a newer deep learning CT reconstruction algorithm (deep learning image reconstruction [DLIR], TrueFidelity, GE Healthcare)
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A

B

C

Fig. 1—Anthropomorphic phantom imaged at 2.5-mm slice thickness and 120 kVp (width, 100 HU; level, 50 HU). Examples of how different levels of denoising affect
noise level and texture.
A–C, Images reconstructed with filtered back projection (FBP) with no denoising applied (A), 100% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V) (B), and highstrength deep learning image reconstruction (DLIR) show large decreases in image noise when ASIR-V and DLIR are applied. Image texture is altered in different ways
relative to denoising method. In this example, texture of B is overly smoothed or very plastic in appearance and is considered pushing iterative reconstruction method
too far, whereas DLIR method in C maintains FBP-like texture.

A

B
Fig. 2—Anthropomorphic phantom (width, 100 HU; level, 0 HU). Loss of small image details, in addition to noise texture changes shown in Figure 1, can hinder
implementation of some advanced reconstruction methods.
A, CT images reconstructed with older commercial iterative denoising method depict difference (right) between low (left) and high (center) levels of image denoising.
As noise is reduced, some anatomic structure is lost; anatomic detail is visible in difference image compared with original (left) and denoised (center) images.
B, CT images reconstructed with deep learning image reconstruction depict difference (right) between low (left) and high (center) levels of image denoising. This newer
form of image reconstruction does not show loss of anatomic features as noise is removed.
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[12–14] approved for clinical use by the U.S. FDA and Conformitè
Europëenne marked by the European Union.
We performed a multifaceted quantitative characterization of
image quality addressing contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), spatial
resolution, noise texture, noise changes with dose and slice thickness, and CT number (HU).

Contrast-to-Noise Ratio as a Function of Dose and
Slice Thickness

We imaged an American College of Radiology (ACR) CT phantom at slice thicknesses of 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, and 5 mm; dose
levels of 16, 8, and 4 mGy; 120 kVp; 80-mm collimation; 0.28-second rotation time; and 0.992:1 pitch. These dose levels span the
doses used for clinical CT protocols for abdominopelvic imaging
and correspond to values of 760, 380, and 190 mA. The 8- and
4-mGy acquisitions were performed 5 times, and the 16-mGy acquisition was performed 10 times. Images were reconstructed
with the following three methods: FBP, 20% and 50% advanced
adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V 20% and 50%;
ASiR-V, GE Healthcare), and low, medium, and high DLIR. The
choice of ASIR-V level was based on institution preferred (20%)
and vendor recommended (50%) levels. The mean and 25th,
50th, and 75th percentile values of CNR were assessed for each
slice thickness, reconstruction type, and dose level. CNR was calculated according to ACR guidelines [15]. We used the one-sample t test to test the null hypothesis that a CNR of 1 or less would
be statistically significant at the 5% level.

Task-Based Modulation Transfer Function

We imaged the CT number module region of an ACR CT accreditation phantom 10 times at 0.625-mm slice thickness at
dose levels of 9.32, 28.8, and 48.54 mGy using 120 kVp, 40-mm
collimation, and axial-sequential mode. These dose levels corresponded to tube current and rotation time values of 470 mA,
0.28 seconds; 505 mA, 0.8 seconds; and 680 mA, 1 second. Rotation times were adjusted to keep the focal spot size constant for
all dose levels; the focal spot size was reported by the scanner as
1.2/1.6 mm nominal. Images were reconstructed with FBP, two
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Noise Texture

To measure the noise texture across image reconstruction algorithms, we calculated the normalized noise power spectra (nNPS).
We obtained axial scans of a 20-cm water phantom at six dose
levels (CT dose volume index [CTDIvol] values of 2.5, 4.9, 7.4, 10.2,
12.6, and 15.1 mGy) and reconstructed images using FBP, ASIR-V
100%, and high-level DLIR. ASIR-V 100% and high-level DLIR represent the highest levels of denoising for each method that allows characterization of the maximum possible change in nNPS..
These levels exceed what would typically be used clinically, spanning screening to routine dose levels for the torso. We adjusted
CTDIvol by changing the tube current keeping the voltage and rotation time fixed at 120 kVp/s; we performed the measurement
five times. We used a reconstruction FOV of 227 mm2, a standard
kernel, and a slice thickness of 2.5 mm. For each reconstruction
type and dose level repeat scan, we calculated 2D NPS [10, 16–18],
which we then normalized and radially averaged to produce the
final 1D nNPS curve [5, 10, 17]. To compare the frequency contents
of nNPS, the averaged frequencies were calculated as first-order
moments of nNPS normalized by the AUCs [19]. The mean and SD
values of averaged frequencies across the five acquired images
were calculated. We tested for differences from FBP using a t test
(i.e., two-tailed ANOVA) for each dose level separately.
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levels of ASIR-V, and three levels of DLIR. The ASIR-V 50% level was based on vendor recommendation. We used task-based
modulation transfer function (MTF) methods [11] to obtain contrast-dependent spatial resolution for air, polyethylene, bone,
and acrylic. Each combination of scan parameters yielded four
task-based MTF curves, one for each insert. This procedure was
performed for each repeat scan, yielding 10 estimates of taskbased MTF for each insert and scan combination.
We determined the 50% and 10% tasked-based MTFs for each
instance of task-based MTF. These values correspond to the spatial frequency at which the task-based MTF decreased to 50% and
10% of its value at 0 spatial frequency. We calculated the mean
value and the 95% CIs for 50% and 10% task-based MTF. Measurement deviation of plotted task-based MTF curves is depicted in
Figures 3–5, in which yellow shading represents the SD of the 10
measurement instances.
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Fig. 3—Task-based modulation transfer function (MTF) as function of insert material.
A–C, Graphs show results for 16-mGy filtered back projection (FBP) (A), 50% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V 50%) (B), and high-level deep learning
image reconstruction (DLIR) (C). Results for all other dose levels were equivalent to these observations: there was slight increase in task-based MTF for DLIR versus FBP
and ASIR-V 50% and slight increase in bone for all algorithms versus other materials. Yellow indicates measurement deviation of plotted task-based MTF curves by
representing SD of 10 measurement instances. Poly = polyethylene.
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Fig. 4—Low-contrast insert (i.e., polyethylene) task-based modulation transfer function (MTF) values as function of dose.
A–C, Graphs show results for filtered back projection (FBP) (A), 50% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V 50%) (B), and high-level deep learning image
reconstruction (DLIR) (C). Results for all other inserts were equivalent to these observations: there was slight increase in task-based MTF for DLIR versus FBP and ASIR-V
50% with no dose dependencies for any algorithm. Yellow indicates measurement deviation of plotted task-based MTF curves by representing SD of 10 measurement
instances.

Noise Scaling Laws

To characterize the dependence of image noise on dose and
slice thickness, we imaged a uniform phantom scanned with the
acquisition details specified earlier (see Contrast-to-Noise Ratio
as a Function of Dose and Slice Thickness). We determined the
pixel SD (i.e., noise) for five ROIs placed within uniform regions of
the ACR phantom for each combination of dose, reconstruction
method, and slice thickness. We fit the noise values as a function
of slice thickness and dose for each combination. In theory, for
FBP reconstruction algorithms, the following equations describe
the relations between noise, dose (CTDIvol in this case), and slice
thickness [20, 21]:
noise = b(slice thickness)m,

(1)

noise = c(dose)n.

(2)

CT Number

We used the material insert modules of the ACR phantom (designed to have materials with CT numbers similar to those of the
human body) to measure the CT numbers of air, polyethylene
(–107 to –87 HU), bone, acrylic (110–130 HU), and water by use of
the acquisition details specified earlier (see Contrast-to-Noise Ratio as a Function of Dose and Slice Thickness). Mean CT numbers
were measured from single slices for each combination of dose,
reconstruction method, and slice thickness. The median and 25th
and 75th percentiles were determined for each combination. We
performed an omnibus analysis using one-way ANOVA (anova1
function from Matlab) to determine whether the mean CT numbers of the combinations were significantly different. Our level of
significance was p = .005. The null hypothesis tested was that all
the mean CT numbers would be equal.

and

The fitting parameters b, c, m, and n were determined by use of
a curve fitting routine (fit function from Matlab, version 2019a,
MathWork), which provides an estimate of the fit parameters
and their respective 95% CIs. We considered statistical significance for all reconstruction methods with nonoverlapping CIs
of fit parameters.
The fitting parameters b and c are related to the dose efficiency
of a reconstruction algorithm. For example, if two methods have
the same exponent parameters m and n in equations 1 and 2, the
one with smaller b / c values will have less noise. The values m and
n describe the fundamental nature of the behavior of a reconstruction as slice thickness and dose, respectively, are changed.
For example, the well-known rule [20, 21] in CT that says to reduce noise by one-half the dose must be increased 4 times comes
from n = –0.5. For example, if
noise ∝

1
dose

,

when dose is increased by a factor of 4,
1
4 · dose
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Fig. 5—Bone insert task-based modulation transfer functions (MTFs) plotted
together for each reconstruction method at 16 mGy. Results for all other
inserts and all other dose levels were equivalent to these observations: there
was slight increase in task-based MTF for high-level deep learning image
reconstruction (DLIR) versus filtered back projection (FBP) and 50% adaptive
statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V 50%). Yellow indicates measurement
deviation of plotted task-based MTF curves by representing SD of 10
measurement instances. In these curves deviation is quite small compared with
that in Figures 3 and 4.
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TABLE 1: Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) Results
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We expected possible changes in
mean CT numbers with dose level. We
therefore performed statistical testing
for each material insert in two groupings. In grouping A, omnibus testing
was performed for each insert for all
combinations of dose, reconstruction
type, and slice thickness. In grouping B, the omnibus testing was performed independently for each dose
level. Therefore, if the omnibus testing were to show a statistical difference in grouping A but not grouping
B, we would know the effects of reconstruction algorithm and slice thickness
were not the source of any statistically
significant difference in CT number for
the sample size analyzed.

Results
Contrast-to-Noise Ratio Results

Table 1 displays CNR results for all
measurement conditions. In general, all reconstruction methods showed
decreased CNR as slice thickness decreased or dose decreased. FBP was
the worst-performing reconstruction
method with only the 5-mm slice and
16-mGy dose level having a CNR of 1
or greater. In contrast, ASIR-V and DLIR
allowed CNR values greater than 1 for
multiple slice thicknesses and dose levels. As the strength of ASIR-V and DLIR
increased, CNR improved for all doses and slice thicknesses. The best-performing algorithm in terms of CNR was
high-level DLIR, which allowed CNR values over 1 from 5-mm down to 1.25mm slice thickness.

Task-Based Modulation Transfer
Function Results

The task-based MTF results are
shown in Figures 3–5. Figure 3 shows
the task-based MTF curves for BP,
ASIR-V 50%, and high-level DLIR for
each insert material. The plots in Figures 3–5 illustrate the point that air,
polyethylene, and acrylic all had similar task-based MTF curves as a function of dose and reconstruction method (i.e., overlapping 50% MTF and 10%
MTF CIs or values for ASIR-V and DLIR
slightly higher than those for FBP). Figure 4 shows the task-based MTF values
for the smallest contrast change material (polyethylene) for FBP, ASIR-V 50%,
and high-level DLIR for all dose lev-
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Fig. 6—Graph shows normalized noise power spectra (nNPS; shown for 15.1
mGy) results as function of dose for images reconstructed with filtered back
projection (FBP), 100% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V),
and high-level deep learning image reconstruction (DLIR). Curves show ASIR-V
shifts noise power to lower spatial frequencies, whereas DLIR maintains FBPlike noise texture. Results for all dose levels are summarized in Table 2.

els. In Figure 4, all three reconstruction algorithms exhibited no
change in task-based MTF as a function of dose level. Figure 5
shows FBP, ASIR-V 50%, and high-level DLIR plotted together for
each insert. Figure 5 shows that the MTF curves for ASIR 50% and
high-level DLIR all provide spatial resolution as good as or better
than those for FBP (i.e., as judged visually in the plots and confirmed with 50% MTF and 10% MTF value CIs). We do not plot all
combinations of dose level and reconstruction methods that we
measured because the results for other combinations of inserts
and doses did not differ from those in Figures 3–5. We graphically
present results for ASIR-V 50% and high-level DLIR because these
were the highest levels of denoising we scanned; these levels denote the maximum possible difference of spatial resolution compared with FBP.
Although only a subset of the measurement conditions are
shown in Figures 3–5, these figures show the important characteristics of contrast, dose, and algorithm effect on task-based
MTF. Mean values of 50% MTF and 10% MTF were 0.39 and 0.64
cycles/mm with bone having a slightly higher MTF than acrylic, polyethylene, and air for all tested conditions. Similarity, DLIR
for low, medium, and high strengths also exhibited a slight increase in MTF by 0.02 cycles/mm. We did not plot ASIR-V 20%
or DLIR low and medium strengths in Figures 3–5 because their

task-based MTF curves had CIs overlapping those of ASIR-V 50%
and high-level DLIR.

Noise Texture Results

Figure 6 shows nNPS plots for FBP, ASIR-V, and DLIR. Table 2
shows the mean frequencies of each plot shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 and Table 2 show that images reconstructed with DLIR and
FBP have overlapping nNPS values for all doses levels except 2.5
mGy, where there is a slight shift to lower frequencies for DLIR.
As shown in Figure 6 and Table 2, ASIR-V nNPS values were not
similar to those of FBP. For all dose levels studied, the mean frequency of high-level DLIR images was only 0.20 ± 0.08 cycles/cm
less than that of FBP, whereas the mean frequency of ASIR-V was
1.37 ± 0.01 cycles/cm less than that of FBP. In other words, the
noise texture shift toward a waxier or more plastic appearance
for ASIR-V was approximately 7 times that of high-level DLIR.

Noise Scaling Results

Noise as a function of slice thickness—Table 3 summarizes all
fitting results at 16 mGy for our clinically used ASIR-V 20% and
high-level DLIR. The performance of FBP was as expected; the exponential term m was close to –0.50 having a value of –0.49 with
95% CIs of –0.51 to –0.48 at 16 mGy and similar values at the lower
doses. ASIR-V exhibited little difference from FBP in the exponent
m but did have a smaller b value, describing its superior noise reduction ability over FBP. ASIR-V also exhibited similar values for
all dose levels and had similar values of m in ASIR-V 50%. Values
for high-level DLIR were lower than for FBP for all measurement
conditions for both b and m. At 16 mGy, the fit value for the 95%
CIs of m for DLIR reconstructions overlapped with the fit value
of FBP, having a best fit value of –0.37 for high-level DLIR compared with –0.49 for FBP. Fit values for low- and medium-level
DLIR were between FBP and high-level DLIR fit values.
Noise as function of dose—Table 3 summarizes image noise
dependence on reconstruction algorithm and dose. Noise as
a function of dose exhibited overlapping of FBP, ASIR-V 20%,
and high-level DLIR exponent value n, high-level DLIR trending
slightly smaller than FBP and ASIR-V 20%. Again, ASIR-V 20% and
high-level DLIR had smaller noise scaling parameters (i.e., c) compared with FBP for all dose levels, reflecting their better ability to
reduce noise relative to FBP. Fit values for low- and medium-level
DLIR were between FBP and high-level DLIR fit values.

TABLE 2: Noise Texture Results
Frequency (cycles/cm)
Dose (mGy)

FBP

High-Level DLIR

ASIR-V

2.5

3.28 ± 0.010

2.92 ± 0.014

a

1.88 ± 0.020a

4.9

3.26 ± 0.020

3.05 ± 0.018a

1.88 ± 0.020a

7.4

3.24 ± 0.020

a

3.02 ± 0.030

1.88 ± 0.030a

10.2

3.25 ± 0.014

3.10 ± 0.015a

1.87 ± 0.015a

12.6

3.26 ± 0.020

3.14 ± 0.024

a

1.90 ± 0.030a

15.1

3.24 ± 0.015

3.08 ± 0.015a

1.89 ± 0.020a

Note—Values are mean ± SD frequency values across six dose levels calculated from filtered back projection (FBP), high-level deep learning image reconstruction
(DLIR), and 100% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V) images. Normalized noise power spectra curves are plotted in Figure 6.
a
Statistically significantly different from FBP result at the same dose level (two-tailed t test; all p < .001).
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CT Number Results

HU for polyethylene, 2.38 HU for water, 2.59 HU for acrylic, 3.24
HU for air, and 3.2 HU for bone. The median values and their 25th
and 75th percentile values for grouping A were –94.87 (–95.00,
94.62) HU for polyethylene, 2.65 (2.33, 3.65) HU for water, 123.15
(122.75, 123.93) HU for acrylic, –991.20 (–991.39, 990.95) HU for air,
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Tables 4 and 5 show the mean CT number measurements for
each reconstruction algorithm and dose level. Of the 90 groups
considered for each phantom insert, the maximum difference between the lowest and highest CT number combinations was: 2.01

TABLE 3: Fit Parameters
Parameter

FBP

ASIR-V 20%

DLIR

Impact on Image Quality

12.78 (12.65−12.9)

11.18 (10.97−11.39)

6.76 (5.96−7.56)

Lower b values denote lower noise at the same dose and
slice thickness.

Noise = b(slice thickness)

m

b

−0.49 (–0.51 to −0.48) −0.49 (–0.52 to −0.47) −0.37 (–0.510 to –0.23) Lower m values denote less noise increase penalty as slice
thickness is reduced. Therefore, when viewing a thick
series, a radiologist can switch to a thinner slice with
lower noise increase penalty for lower m values.

m

Noise = c(dose)n
c

20.63 (13.56−27.69)

18.04 (12.30−23.77)

11.31 (–2.84 to 25.48)

Lower c values denote lower noise at the same dose and
slice thickness.

n

−0.48 (–0.66 to –0.30)

−0.48 (–0.65 to –0.31)

−0.42 (–1.08 to –0.23)

Lower n values denote less noise increase penalty as the
dose is reduced.

Note—Parameters relate noise to slice thickness (top) at 16 mGy for filtered back projection (FBP), 20% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V 20%), and
high-level deep learning image reconstruction (DLIR) and noise to dose (bottom) in 5-mm slices averaged over ASIR-V and high-level DLIR. Values in parentheses are
95% CIs.

TABLE 4: CT Number Results: Grouping A
CT No. (HU)
Minimum

Maximum

CT Number Over All Combinations (HU)a

p

Polyethylene

–95.5

–93.49

–94.87 (–95.00, –94.62)

< .001

Water

1.89

4.27

2.64 (2.33, 3.65)

< .001

Material

Acrylic

122.13

124.72

123.15 (122.75, 123.93)

.05

Air

–992.36

–988.93

–991.20 (–991.39, –990.95)

> .99

Bone

903.27

906.47

905.08 (903.86, 905.74)

< .001

Note—Grouping A consisted of 90 combinations (i.e., six reconstruction methods at five different slice thickness values at three different dose levels). All measurements
were acquired at 120 kV. In grouping A, in which multiple dose levels were tested together, statistically significant differences were observed (bold type). All
combinations of the following reconstruction algorithms, slice thicknesses, and dose levels were tested: filtered back projection; 20% and 50% adaptive statistical
iterative reconstruction; low-, medium-, and high-level deep learning image reconstruction; 0.625-, 1.25-, 2.5-, 3.75-, and 5-mm slice thicknesses; and 4-, 8-, and
16-mGy dose levels.
a
Values are median with 25th and 75th percentiles in parentheses for all dose levels.

TABLE 5: CT Number Results: Grouping B
p

CT Number Over All Combinations (HU)a
Material
Polyethylene
Water
Acrylic
Air
Bone

4 mGy

8 mGy

16 mGy

4 mGy

8 mGy

−94.57 (–94.69, –94.02)

−94.89 (–94.98, –94.62)

3.76 (3.65, 3.81)

2.59 (2.43, 2.76)

16 mGy

−95.06 (–95.28, –95.00)

.18

> .99

.46

2.54 (2.44, 2.55)

> .99

.97

> .99

123.06 (122.62, 123.45)

122.81 (122.69, 122.99)

123.49 (123.41, 123.75)

.33

> .99

> .99

−990.73 (–991.23, –990.37)

−991.27 (–991.54, –991.12)

−991.71 (–991.96, –991.61)

.91

> .99

> .99

903.74 (903.53, 903.86)

905.95 (905.74, 906.12)

904.55 (904.35, 904.74)

.98

.10

> .99

Note—Grouping B contained three groups of 30 combinations each because dose was used to separate combinations. All measurements were acquired at 120 kV. In
grouping B, results are sorted by dose level to show there are no statistically significant differences between reconstruction algorithms for our sample size. For each
dose level, all combinations of the following reconstruction algorithms and slice thicknesses were tested: filtered back projection; 20% and 50% adaptive statistical
iterative reconstruction; low-, medium-, and high-level deep learning image reconstruction; and 0.625-, 1.25-, 2.5-, 3.75-, and 5-mm slice thicknesses.
a
Values are median with 25th and 75th percentiles in parentheses for all dose levels.
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A

B

Fig. 7—Example of patient with small petechial hemorrhage. Clinical example of contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) results shown in Table 1.
A and B, Unenhanced head CT images (width, 80 HU; level, 25 HU) acquired at 46.85 mGy reconstructed with 50% adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR-V
50%) at 5 and 1.25 mm (A) and high-level deep learning image reconstruction (DLIR) at 1.25 mm (B) show how CNR of thin (1.25 mm) high-level DLIR image compares
favorably with image quality of thicker (5 mm) ASIR-V image. Comparison of 1.25-mm image in A with B shows noise is much lower in magnitude and less blotchy for
high-level DLIR image, as predicted in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

and 904.08 (903.86, 905.74) HU for bone. Only grouping A, which
included multiple dose levels, exhibited omnibus testing p values
rejecting the null hypothesis of equal means. In grouping B, in
which only combinations at equal doses were considered, slice
thickness or reconstruction algorithm changes were not found to
produce statistically significant differences in mean CT numbers.

Discussion

Our CNR results indicate that it is possible to fix dose levels
and—if current CNRs levels are greater than 1 with FBP at a slice
thickness of 5 mm for a routine abdominal CT examination—apply high-level DLIR and maintain a CNR of 1 or greater at slice thicknesses down to 1.25 mm. Figure 7 illustrates how the image quality
of thin-slice DLIR is similar to the quality of thicker-slice images in
terms of CNR but at a much finer anatomic thickness. In our clinical
practice, the consensus among radiologists was to choose thinner
image slices at an unchanged dose over reducing dose so as to enjoy the CNR of thicker slice thickness while reading at the thinner
slice thickness. In this way, we can identify subtle abnormalities like
subdural bleeds while simultaneously confidently assessing graywhite matter differentiation. Like previous iterative methods, DLIR
had better CNR performance as DLIR level increased.
Ideally, as noise is reduced by an algorithm the spatial resolution would remain unchanged. Our task-based MTF results show
this to be true for all of the reconstruction methods we studied.
There was a slight mid-frequency bump in the bone task-based
MTF curves present for all reconstruction methods visible in Figure 4, which we found was related to slight edge enhancement
caused by beam hardening. Our task-based MTF results differ
from those of prior studies of previous advanced reconstruction
algorithms from the same vendor [11, 22]. These prior studies
showed a dose and contrast dependency on spatial resolution for
iterative and model-based reconstruction. Our results showed
that ASIR-V and DLIR did not change in response to contrast or
dose. The clinical impact of our study is that the radiologist can
expect the same spatial resolution independent of variation in CT
number within a structure and dose.
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NPS captures the look and feel of an image reconstruction algorithm by quantifying a facet some radiologists find distracting
and qualitatively describe as the degree of noise “plasticness,”
”blotchiness,” “puddliness,” or “coarse graininess” in an image
[5, 10, 16–19, 23]. Because images with the same SD of noise but
different NPS can have different image quality [18], characterization of NPS is paramount to fully describe the noise properties of a reconstruction method. Our results confirm what many
in our community have known: that iterative methods, if pushed
too high, produce image texture that is not acceptable to the average radiologist. This change in noise texture is quantified by
the increased contribution of the noise power at lower spatial
frequencies for iterative reconstruction methods such as ASIR-V
compared with FBP and DLIR. Our results further show that even
at its highest level (i.e., high-level DLIR), the DLIR algorithm maintained FBP-like noise texture. This behavior is in contrast to that of
ASIR-V and other advanced iterative methods [4–10], which produce non-FBP noise textures. The non-FBP noise texture created
by ASIR-V is documented in this and other prior studies [24–26].
We did note a difference in the exponential fitting parameters for
DLIR compared with ASIR-V and FBP for noise as a function of slice
thickness. We believe this phenomenon occurred because DLIR
makes better use of data present on adjacent slices as the slice thickness decreases. Clinically, this means that if one were to have matched
noise at 5 mm and then decrease the slice thickness to 1.25 mm, DLIR
would produce a less noisy image relative to FBP. Our observed differences in these fitting parameters are similar to those of Li et al. [4].
The CT number results showed that dose at a constant voltage
had a statistically significant effect on CT number that was independent of the reconstruction algorithm. The absolute change in
CT number, however, was less than 3.5 HU. Importantly, we noted no differences across all inserts between FBP and ASIR-V or
DLIR for any single dose level, ASIR-V percentage, or DLIR level.
A less than 3.5-HU change as a function of dose is not expected to cause problems with clinical decision-making algorithms
[27–35]. Changes in CT number as a function of CT scanner have
previously been reported to be much larger than 3.5 HU by au-
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thors interested in extracting radiomics features [36] or studying
the effects of patient position on CT number [37]. Our CT number
measurements were acquired at 120 kV. Future work should address whether our observations of CT number stability across reconstruction algorithms is present for other voltage levels.
In quantitative analysis, there are distinct advantages of both direct physics measures and task-based model observers [38]. Our
analysis did not include model observers, which other authors [39,
40] have recently used when characterizing deep learning–based
methods. The model observer work is complementary to our analysis in that model observers provide more detailed analysis of specific
clinical scenarios. However, model observers include a large number
of free parameters [41, 42]. The methods we describe, however, fully account for the nonlinear nature of non-FBP algorithms [43]: First,
our use of nNPS overcame the limitation that SD measurements do
not capture changes in noise texture. Second, our use of task-based
MTF overcomes the limitation that MTF measured at a single contrast level is not sufficient to characterize resolution for all contrast
levels. We believe that these basic physics measurements are valuable for characterizing these new reconstruction algorithms. These
direct physics measurements are reproducible by clinical medical
physicists and can be used to guide protocol selection.

Limitations

Our study had limitations. We used only ASIR-V higher than 50%
for nNPS analysis. Previous studies [24–26] have shown improved
noise reduction performance for ASIR when higher percentages
are used. We do not clinically use ASIR-V levels higher than 50%
because our radiologists do not like high ASIR-V noise textures (as
quantitatively supported by our NPS results for ASIR-V 100%). Another weakness of our study was that our phantom backgrounds
were uniform. Solomon and Samei [44] found that noise reduction
for iterative reconstruction algorithms varied as a function of background texture. Given the huge number of possible combinations
of dose, contrast, and denoising levels, we focused on a set of clinically relevant values. In the case of nNPS, we evaluated ASIR-V at
100%, a clinically unused level at our institution, because it represents the extreme for nNPS shifting; other levels of ASIR will have
intermediate behavior in the nNPS between ASIR-V 100% and FBP.
DLIR has had real clinical impact at our institution. We have
modified our CT protocols to no longer use ASIR-V for reconstructions when DLIR is available. Additionally, DLIR has enabled reading from thin soft-tissue image volumes, whereas previously we
relied on thicker volumes or much nosier ASIR-V volumes (Fig. 7).
A reader study is ongoing to validate the use of thinner slices with
DLIR versus thicker slices with ASIR-V to ensure that our phantom
measurements accurately reflect clinical performance.

Conclusion

Each section of this article addresses concerns our community has struggled with in adopting previous advanced CT reconstruction algorithms. Therefore, we conclude our results by
comparing the behaviors of DLIR with those of previous reconstruction methods. Our focus is on how our observations will affect CT protocol optimization.
Contrast-to-noise ratio—DLIR allowed CNR equivalent to that of
FBP in slices that were one-fourth the size of FBP slices. This CNR increase may also be used to lower dose at the same slice thickness.
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Spatial resolution—DLIR and ASIR-V did not reduce spatial resolution at low contrast levels or as the dose was decreased, as in
previous iterative CT image reconstruction methods.
Noise texture—DLIR allows CNR improvements without introducing an undesired patchy, waxy, blotchy, coarse, or grainy image appearance.
Noise changes with slice thickness—A radiologist desiring a reduction in slice thickness would find less of a noise increase with
DLIR than with FBP or ASIR-V.
CT number accuracy—We observed no DLIR or ASIR-V biases in
CT number relative to FBP.
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